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Business and the economy are experiencing an existential crisis. The post-COVID-19 recovery will require business
models and technologies that are resilient and offer short-term and long-term sustainable solutions.
At Freshfields we are pioneers in sustainability, developing our expertise and practices ahead of the market because
we understand the strategic nature of the sustainability agenda.
I am very pleased to share our first Sustainable Business Quarterly Newsletter, which will provide you with the latest
global developments on climate change, human rights, sustainable finance and corporate governance. Each edition
will include highlights of our blogs, thought leadership and people as well as cutting-edge events you should not
miss.
I hope you will find it a useful resource in developing and meeting your own sustainability goals.
Please reach out to me or anyone on our team with feedback and ideas you would like to share.
Kind regards,

Tim Wilkins
Global Partner for Client Sustainability

READ

Business as unusual
blog series
How can companies prepare for a postcorona world?
Will the pandemic lead to a lost generation of diverse
talent?
Will different work habits lead to better outcomes?
Can COVID-19 recovery be aligned with planetary
needs?
Will COVID-19 herald the end of capitalism as we know
it?
For more of this series visit our coronavirus hub page
the impact of COVID-19 on the sustainability
agenda

EVENT

'Phoenix RISING?'
webinar: The long-term
impact of the COVID-19
crisis on the
sustainability agenda
Read our summary blog of the key points discussed:
Taking the long-term view: ”Phoenix rising? COVID-19’s
impact on the sustainability agenda”
Watch the full webinar recording

READ

What role should
business play in the
battle for racial justice
and equality?
Tim Wilkins explores how business has a critical role in
bringing about meaningful impact and systemic
change. Read how companies are leading the way and
boldly placing racial justice and equality at the top of
their sustainability priorities.
Read now

LISTEN

Podcast: Exploring the
new normal for the
workforce
Tim Wilkins, Oliver Dudok van Heel, Holly Insley and
Karin Buzanich-Sommeregger discuss the changing
attitudes to working from home, and the challenges
employers and employees may face when returning to
the workplace.
Listen now

READ

Best of blogs
• ‘Green’ competition law – a changing enforcement

climate?
Read more climate change blogs

• Commission consults on broad and ambitious

Renewed EU Sustainable Finance Strategy
Read more sustainable finance blogs

• The legal implications of the EU Commission’s report

on due diligence requirements for supply chains
Read more human rights blogs

• Climate disclosure: FCA consults on mandatory TCFD

listing rule
Read more corporate governance blogs

Meet the team
Timothy Wilkins is our Global Partner for Client
Sustainability Corporate and M&A.
Tim is the firm’s first Global Partner for Client
Sustainability and also a corporate partner in the New
York Office. He believes the firm makes its greatest
impact on achieving a greener, healthier more just
planet by close collaboration with our clients. Tim
brings 25 years of practice as an M&A partner based in
both Tokyo and New York and a breath of public
service through board service for the New York City
Economic Development Corporation, the Public Theater
and New York Public Radio. He was recently honoured
on EMpower’s Top 100 Black and Ethnic Minority
leaders, ranking #16 and the top-ranked lawyer. Tim
says his mission for the sustainability practice is quite
simple - “be on the right side of history.”

Oliver Dudok van Heel is our Head of Client
Sustainability and Environment.
Oliver is the Freshfields’ Head of Client Sustainability
and Environment based in our London office. He is
passionate about the critical role business can play in
making the transition to a more sustainable future and
has been working with multinational companies for the
last 20 years to help businesses do exactly that. When
he is not engaging with clients or shaping Freshfields
approach to sustainability, he teaches sustainability at
the University of Cambridge Institute for Sustainability
Leadership where he also attempts to redefine
capitalism. His passion for sustainability is only
matched by his love of music which he indulges by
playing with his band, The Magnificent Kevens at music
festivals and on the streets of his hometown of Lewes
where he lives with his wife and three children.

Recent and upcoming
news
Build Back Better: with 150 other senior leaders,
Freshfields Senior Partner Edward Braham signed a
letter to the Prime Minister calling his government to
use UN Sustainability Development Goals (SDG's) to
frame COVID-19 recovery plans.
UNGC report: In coordination with the UN Global
Compact we’re producing a report, as one of their
founding members, which includes a multijurisdictional
overview on legal developments in the area of business
and human rights.
UNEP report: we were selected in a competitive bid by
the United Nations (UNEP/UNPRI) to write the next
iteration of the Freshfields Report on the integration
of sustainability considerations in mainstream investing.

Please forward this newsletter to people in your network that might be
interested in receiving our sustainable business quarterly in future. They can
sign up to receive future editions here.
We’d love to hear what you think of our newsletter
or any other ideas you have please email
theresa.gigov@freshfields.com
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